These are the nymphs in the fountain which shocked Chicago.

KHEIRALLA WANTS HEADQUARTERS. WILSON DUNLAP AND HIS CRUSADE.

Leader of the New Sect, Claiming That Ancient Prophets Have Returned, Desires to Prepare for Them.

Kheiralla, leader of the new sect, has expressed a desire to establish headquarters in this city, according to the information which has been received from abroad by a correspondent in his employ who has just returned. The object is Behlil, a small minority, whose beauty unadorned might envy. It is so cleverly worked up to and your terrors, if pursued properly in missions, is unof- the group before any de- from public works of destruction, and the poses are varied and felicitous. In this, sort of commodious carriage sat a woman, and the design in bronze. It is not strange, then, that when a man like Dunlap goes about with his face turned toward hostile rear, he does not find it easy to make a speech. It is a fact that these missions could never have been uttered by Hebrew in the institutions? It is less than

Leading Hebrews Explain Why the Movement Is Untimely and Will Surely Fail.

The work in this city cannot make a difference, the brethren said, and therefore it is better to meet the mob than to try to make an impression on it. The American Civil Rights movement has become a target for the mob, and the leaders of the sect are convinced that there is no way to remedy this situation except by meeting the mob.

The leadership of the sect is determined to avoid any further violence, and they are seeking ways to calm the mob. They have asked for the help of the government and the police, but so far these efforts have not been successful. They are therefore forced to rely on their own resources and are trying to find ways to make the sect more appealing to the public.

The sect is composed of a few hundred thousand souls within the area of overwork and squalor and attempts to
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